An ongoing project is described which seeks to add to our understanding about the real challenge of semantic image retrieval. Consideration is given to the plurality of types of still image, a taxonomy for which is presented as a framework within which to show examples of real 'semantic' requests and the textual metadata by which such requests might be addressed. The specificity of subject indexing and underpinning domain knowledge which is necessary in order to assist in the realization of semantic content is noted. The potential for that semantic content to be represented and recovered using CBIR techniques is discussed.
Introduction
Within the broad church of visual image users and practitioners there has been only a minimal engagement with the endeavours of the research community in visual image retrieval. Correspondingly, those endeavours have been little informed by the needs of real users or the logistics of the management of large scale image collections.
With the developing maturity of these research endeavours has come a realisation of the limitations of CBIR processes in practice, however. These limitations reflect the fact that the retrieval utility of visual images is generally realised in terms of their inferred semantic content. The context for this inferential reasoning process is to be found in the distinction drawn in semiotics between the denotation, or presented form, of the image and the connotation(s) to which it gives rise. It is clear that personal knowledge and experience, cultural conditioning and collective memory contribute towards that reasoning process. The CBIR community has attached the label 'semantic image retrieval' to the formulation and resolution of information needs which engage that intellectual process. Within the three-level hierarchy of perception postulated by Eakins & Graham [1], semantic image retrieval subsumes retrieval by 'derived features' and 'abstract attributes'. The sharply drawn distinction between those retrieval processes and the automatic extraction of low level features from denotative pixel structures is characterised as the 'semantic gap' [2] . A useful listing of research endeavours which have addressed the three levels of perception may be found in [3] .
We are engaged upon a project, the aims of which are to provide both research and practitioner communities with a better-informed view of the incidence and P.G.B. Enser, C.J. Sandom, and P.H. Lewis significance of the semantic gap in the context of still images; to seek enhanced functionality in image retrieval by bridging that gap; and to design and evaluate an experimental visual image retrieval system which incorporates the construction of such a bridge.
A Taxonomy of Images
This paper is concerned with the first of the aims described above. To this end a broad spectrum of operational image retrieval activity has been surveyed in order to take account of the full plurality of types of image and user. This survey has been informed by, and has in turn informed, an image taxonomy, which is shown in diagrammatic form in Figure 1 . 
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